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1 Introduction
1.1

Overview

This document describes the GSMA Network Equipment Security Assurance Scheme
(NESAS). The objective of NESAS is to provide an industry-wide security assurance
framework to facilitate improvements in security levels across the whole industry.
NESAS defines security requirements and an assessment framework for secure product
development and product lifecycle processes, as well as security test cases for the security
evaluation of network equipment.
NESAS is of value to both operators and vendors, it is intended to be used alongside other
mechanisms to ensure a network is secure, in particular an appropriate set of security
policies covering the whole lifecycle of a network. These policies can also include the
application of other published GSMA security recommendations and participation in the
GSMA’s operational security services such as CVD [8] and T-ISAC [9].
One of the motivations for developing NESAS is that the scheme will help vendors and
operators avert fragmented regulatory security requirements. NESAS should be used
globally as a common baseline, on top of which individual operators or national IT security
agencies may want to put additional security requirements.
An introduction to NESAS is given in Section 2. The sections thereafter explain NESAS in
more detail but still at a high level and more detailed descriptions are contained in the
various documents referenced in section 1.5.

1.2

Scope

This document has been produced for readers who want to familiarise themselves with
NESAS. It provides an overview of the NESAS scheme, GSMA documents.FS.14 [4], FS.15
[5] and FS16 [6] describe NESAS in greater detail. The structure and relationship of all the
documents within NESAS, including 3GPP reference documents [10] describing
methodology and Security Targets can be seen in Figure 1.

V1.0
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Figure 1 NESAS Documents Overview

1.3

Definitions

Term

Description

Audit Report

Document presenting the results of the audit conducted at the Equipment
Vendor by the Auditor.

Audit Summary
Report

A subset of the Audit Report created by the Auditor that summarises the
key results.

Auditor

Organisation appointed and contracted by GSMA and selected by
Equipment Vendor to conduct audits of Vendor Development and Product
Lifecycle Processes.

Evaluation Report

Documented assessment produced by a NESAS Security Test Laboratory
of the level of compliance of a Network Product with the relevant 3GPP
defined Security Assurance Specification

Evidence

The rationale created by the Equipment Vendor that allows the NESAS
Security Test Laboratory to assess and measure compliance with the
vendor’s documented and audited internal processes when building the
Network Product that is included in the Evaluation Report.

GSMA Member

V1.0

For the purpose of this document only, this is defined as a GSMA Parent
Group Member, Full Member, Associate Member or Rapporteur Member.
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Term

Description

ISO 17025
Accreditation Body

An ILAC member that is recognised as having competence to carry out
ISO 17025 test laboratory audits

NESAS Oversight
Board

The body overseeing NESAS, run by the GSMA. It is responsible for the
governance of the Vendor Development and Product Lifecycle Process
assessments and quality assurance of NESAS.

NESAS Dispute
Resolution Process

The process used by the NESAS DRC in accordance to Section 3.6

NESAS Dispute
Resolution Committee
(DRC)

A panel established to adjudicate on disputes pursuant to Section 3.6

NESAS Security Test
Laboratory

A test laboratory that is ISO 17025 accredited in the context of NESAS and
that conducts network product evaluations. It can be owned by any entity.

Network Product

Network equipment produced and sold to network operators by an
Equipment Vendor

Network Product
Development Process

The stages through which Network Products journey throughout their
development including planning, design, implementation, testing, release,
production and delivery.

Network Product
Lifecycle Processes

The stages through which developed Network Products journey to end of
life including maintenance and update releases during their lifetime.

Network Product
Evaluation

An assessment, carried out by a security test laboratory, of network
products against the relevant 3GPP defined Security Assurance
Specification

Security Assurance
Specification

Specification written by the 3GPP, containing security requirements and
test cases for a dedicated 3GPP-defined Network Function or a group of
Network Functions.

1.4

Abbreviations

Term

Description

3GPP

3rd Generation Partnership Project

CC

Common Criteria

CIS

Center for Internet Security

DLC

Development Lifecycle

ETSI

European Telecommunications Standards Institute

FASG

Fraud and Security Group

GSMA

GSM Association

ICT

Information and Communication Technology

ILAC

International Laboratory Accreditation Cooperation

ISO

International Organisation for Standardisation

IT

Information Technology

MNO

Mobile Network Operator

NESAS

Network Equipment Security Assurance Scheme

V1.0
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Term

Description

NESAS
DRC

NESAS Dispute Resolution Committee

PLC

Product Lifecycle

SAS

Security Accreditation Scheme

SCAS

Security Assurance Specification

SECAG

Security Assurance Group

TR

3GPP Technical Report

TS

Technical Specification

TSG

Technical Specification Group

TTC

Telecommunication Technology Committee

WG

Working Group

1.5

References

Ref

Doc Number

Title

[1]

3GPP TR
33.916

Security Assurance Methodology for 3GPP network products

[2]

3GPP TS
33.116

Security Assurance Specification for the MME network product class

[3]

3GPP TS
33.117

Catalogue of General Security Assurance Requirements

[4]

FS.14

Network Equipment Security Assurance Scheme – Security Test
Laboratory Accreditation Requirements and Process

[5]

FS.15

Network Equipment Security Assurance Scheme – Vendor Development
and Product Lifecycle Assessment Methodology

[6]

FS.16

Network Equipment Security Assurance Scheme – Vendor Development
and Product Lifecycle Security Requirements

[7]

RFC 2119

“Key words for use in RFCs to Indicate Requirement Levels”, S. Bradner,
March 1997. Available at http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc2119.txt

[8]

GSMA CVD

https://www.gsma.com/security/gsma-coordinated-vulnerabilitydisclosure-programme/

[9]

GSMA T-ISAC

https://www.gsma.com/aboutus/t-isac

[10]

3GPP 33
Series

https://www.3gpp.org/DynaReport/33-series.htm

1.6

Conventions

The key words “must”, “must not”, “required”, “shall”, “shall not”, “should”, “should not”,
“recommended”, “may”, and “optional” in this document are to be interpreted as described in
RFC 2119 [7].
This icon indicates that there are references to documents that tackle the
topic of the section where it appears in greater detail.
References
V1.0
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2 Introduction to Security Assurance in the Mobile Industry
A security assurance scheme always needs to consider the environment in which the
scheme will operate. For a scheme addressing mobile network security the following aspects
need to be considered:
-

Network technology and products,

-

Organisational security,

-

Visibility of network equipment security levels,

-

Operational feasibility, and

-

Market acceptance and participation.

All relevant stakeholders need to commit to the scheme. Consequently, the effectiveness,
cost, effort and complexity are important parameters that contribute to the ultimate success
of the scheme. Solutions designed and agreed by all involved stakeholders are more likely to
secure support.
With the increasing complexity of mobile networks and heightened security awareness,
NESAS was designed to meet the needs of disparate stakeholders including:
-

Mobile network operators,

-

Network equipment vendors,

-

Official/Governmental information security agencies and regulators.

In many countries MNOs are tasked by regulation to deploy and run, reliable and robust
networks. As one element of achieving this MNOs rely on secure network equipment being
provided by their vendors. Thus, for MNOs, it is important to be able to understand the level
of security within any specific product provided by their chosen vendors. The following two
approaches are considered suitable to achieve this:


Firstly, assessment of the security related to the Development and Product Lifecycle
Processes
This allows each vendor to define its own internal processes and describe how security
is integrated into the design, development, implementation, and maintenance
processes. An external auditor examines these processes and determines if they are
adequate and if they are applied in practice.
Whilst undergoing the audit, only the auditor sees the vendor’s internal processes.
Thus, an Audit Report can increase trust in a vendor without the vendor having to reveal
internal secrets.



Secondly, security evaluation of network equipment by a competent test laboratory
with standardised security tests against an agreed security target.
This is a security evaluation of the manufactured network equipment. If there is a predefined set of security tests for network equipment, and if all network equipment is
tested against these requirements, the achieved level of security can be objectively
measured. New network equipment, as well as upgraded equipment, can be evaluated.
If these tests are performed by a recognised and competent test laboratory, a high
quality and consistency of testing can be assured. In addition, if evaluation reports are

V1.0
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able to be made available on request to prospective customers, further efficiencies can
be achieved as tests only need to be performed once.
Although network standardisation is moving away from rigid architectures, the concept
of standardised network functions remains. Standards that clearly define the
functionality and capabilities of network functions can be used as the basis for the
creation of clear, dedicated security requirements and test cases for all defined network
functions. Network equipment can then be tested against applicable test cases.
Both approaches – process assessment and evaluation by testing – help MNOs determine
the achieved level of security of a network product.

3 NESAS Overview
NESAS is a voluntary network equipment security assurance scheme operated and
maintained by GSMA, with contributions from 3GPP, covering the methodology and security
targets for equipment under test. It defines a globally applicable security baseline that
network equipment vendors can meet.
Briefly, the NESAS approach consists of the following steps:
1. Equipment Vendors define and apply secure design, development, implementation,
and product maintenance processes;
2. Equipment Vendors assess and claim conformance of these processes with the
NESAS defined security requirements
3. Equipment Vendors demonstrate these processes to independent auditors;
4. Level of security of network equipment is tested and documented;
5. Tests are conducted by competent test laboratories against 3GPP SA3 defined
security requirements;
6. Documentation can be forwarded to purchasing operators.

3.1

Lifecycle Roles

Figure 2 depicts both Vendor and Operator lifecycles, together with assigned responsibilities
and the scope of NESAS.

Operator

Vendor

Network Architecture

Design

Develop &
Implement

Deploy
Product

Operate

Decom
mission

Deliver
Product

Maintain
Product

End of
life

NESAS scope is the equipment vendor

In NESAS scope

Out of NESAS scope

Figure 2 Responsibility, Accountability and NESAS Scope
Design, development and implementation of network equipment is undertaken by the
Equipment Vendor. The MNO operates a reliable mobile network and relies on the
V1.0
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Equipment Vendor to provide the required level of security resilience in their products.
Network design, operating procedures and maintenance of deployed network equipment
falls within the MNO’s responsibilities.
The Network Equipment Security Assurance Scheme (NESAS) provides a solution to meet
the needs of industry and other stakeholders. The focus of NESAS, which is focussed on an
essential element of supply chain security, is on equipment vendors and their role in the
chain.

3.2

NESAS High Level Overview

The GSMA defines and maintains the NESAS specifications which cover assessment of the
Vendor Development and Product Lifecycle processes, NESAS Security Test Laboratory
accreditation, and security evaluation of network equipment. 3GPP defines security
requirements and test cases for network equipment implementing one or more 3GPP
network functions – specified in Security Assurance Specifications (SCAS). The GSMA also
defines a dispute resolution process and governs the overall scheme. All these elements
combine to form NESAS. Figure 3 illustrates the roles of 3GPP and GSMA within the
scheme.

3GPP
3GPP
WG
3GPP
WG
WG

SCASes for
Network
Products:
• Security
requirements
• Test cases

3GPP
SA3

Network Functions

NESAS governance:
• Define security
requirements
• Maintain NESAS
• Appoint auditors
• Run dispute
resolution
NESAS governance

governs

Security Assurance Specification

GSMA

defines

NESAS scope:
• Vendor processes
requirements &
audit methodology
• Test laboratory
accreditation
• Dispute resolution

NESAS specifications

Figure 3 Roles of 3GPP and GSMA in NESAS
Network equipment that is produced and sold by an Equipment Vendor is called a Network
Product in NESAS. A mobile base station from a particular vendor is an example of a
Network Product.

V1.0
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appoints

GSMA

Auditor

3GPP SA3
accredits

audits

applied

defines

Accreditation
Body

Procedure
descriptions

defines

Audit Report

provided to
Equipment
Vendor
writes & signs

builds

Test Laboratory

applied

writes
Test
specifications

Conformance Network
Claim
Product

Mobile Network
Operator

Evaluation
Report

provided to, by agreement

Figure 4 NESAS High Level Overview
3.2.1

Process Audit

The GSMA appoints a panel of Auditors, from which participating Equipment Vendors can
select one to audit their design, development, implementation, and product maintenance
processes. The Auditor contracts directly with the Equipment Vendor. Results of the audit
are documented in the Audit Report. If the Equipment Vendor is considered by the Auditor to
be NESAS compliant a copy of the Audit Summary Report may be published on the GSMA’s
NESAS web site.
3.2.2

Equipment Test and Audit

The Equipment Vendor builds their Network Products which are given to a NESAS Security
Test Laboratory for evaluation. All NESAS Security Test Laboratories are accredited by an
ISO 17025 Accreditation Body that determines if the NESAS Security Test Laboratory is
capable of performing meaningful Network Product tests. The NESAS Security Test
Laboratory contracts directly with the Equipment Vendor and evaluates the Network Product
against the relevant SCASes and verifies that the self-assessed and independently audited
development processes of the Equipment Vendor have been applied to the tested Network
Product. The NESAS Security Test Laboratory then produces an Evaluation Report. The
Network Product Evaluation Report can then be provided to customers.

3.3

Assessment of Vendor Development and Product Lifecycle Processes

The Equipment Vendor defines its own processes for Development and Product Lifecycle.
These processes should define how security resilience is integrated in the vendor
processes. Participating Equipment Vendors assess and claim conformance of their
processes and describe how these processes comply with the NESAS requirements. The
processes are audited by one of the GSMA appointed Auditors which will produce, and
agree with the Equipment Vendor, an Audit Report recording results and recommendations.
V1.0
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Audits consist of off-site process documentation reviews and on-site audits.
The GSMA with the input of the NESAS Oversight Board has created specific criteria to
select and appoint Auditors. Such appointments are made periodically as part of an open
tender process.
To ensure consistency of the audit approaches the NESAS Oversight Board shall have
overall responsibility for audit quality assurance.
The Equipment Vendor defined processes are first self-assessed by the Equipment Vendor,
which must claim conformance and document how it believes it complies with the defined
security requirements; this is what the Auditor seeks to verify in the course of an audit.
The Auditor produces an Audit Report that contains the results of the audit. Optionally, the
Audit Report may be made available to GSMA and other relevant stakeholders at the
discretion of the Equipment Vendor. An Audit Summary Report is also produced, that can be
published on the NESAS web site.
The Assessment of Vendor Processes is depicted in Figure 5.
The assessment is only considered successful, if the audited Equipment Vendor meets all
the security requirements for Vendor Development and Product Lifecycle processes, as
outlined in GSMA PRD FS.16 [6] without exception.
The validity of an assessment lasts at most two years and may expire earlier if the assessed
vendor processes change. Audits are always to be conducted against the current NESAS
Release.

Network Product Development Process

GSMA
 Publishes
audit
summary
(optional)

 appoints

applied

applied

Equipment Vendor

Auditor

Idea

Development

Testing

Shipping

Network Product Lifecycle Processes
 writes



X

Audit Report
Product
Launch

Change
Management

Update/
Upgrade

End of Life

Figure 5 Assessment of vendor processes


FS.15 [5] defines the Vendor Development and Product Lifecycle
Process assessment methodology, which describes the process of
performing the self-assessment and independent audit.

References

V1.0
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3.4

FS.16 [6] defines the Vendor Development and Product Lifecycle
Process security requirements that are to be met by the Equipment
Vendor and to be assessed by the Auditor.

Accreditation of NESAS Security Test Laboratories

NESAS Security Test Laboratories need to be accredited in accordance with ISO 17025
[16], which covers general requirements on testing procedures, documentation, maintenance
and review of procedures, competence, independence, and impartiality. They can be owned
by any entity.
As ISO 17025 is a generic accreditation, test laboratories are always accredited in the
context of additional standards against which the laboratories will perform their tests. For
NESAS, this means that Laboratories need to demonstrate that as well as holding ISO
17025 accreditation, they are capable of performing tests described in NESAS SCASes and
that they meet the additional requirements applicable to NESAS.
An officially recognised ISO 17025 Accreditation Body is required to audit NESAS Security
Test Laboratories. As illustrated in Figure 6, the test laboratory is audited against ISO 17025
in the context of NESAS and SCASes. On successful completion of the audit, the test
laboratory becomes an accredited NESAS Security Test Laboratory.
The validity of NESAS Security Test Laboratory accreditation is defined by ISO 17025.
NESAS Security Test Laboratory
Testing
Recognised
ISO 17025
Accreditation
Body

accredits
Test
Procedures

collaborate

Capabilities

Expertise

applied

applied

Subject
Matter
Expert

Equipment

defines GSMA

3GPP
SA3

Figure 6 Accreditation of Test Laboratories


References
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FS.14 [4] defines test laboratory accreditation requirements and the
process of performing the audit and accreditation.
SCASes of the 3GPP (e.g. the generic SCAS for any network
equipment TS 33.117 [3]) contain test specifications the NESAS
Security Test Laboratory must be capable of performing. All current
SCASes can be found at https://www.3gpp.org/DynaReport/33series.htm.
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3.5

3GPP TR 33.916 [1] describes the methodology to create and
maintain SCASes.

Network Product Evaluation

Once an Equipment Vendor’s Development and Product Lifecycle Processes have been
successfully audited, Network Products can be evaluated by an accredited NESAS Security
Test Laboratory.
Network Product Evaluation is done as depicted in Figure 7. The Equipment Vendor
provides the Network Product and evidence of compliance to the NESAS Security Test
Laboratory. Test specifications from the corresponding SCASes are used to create and run
detailed tests for the Network Product. Test results are recorded in an Evaluation Report.
In addition, the Equipment Vendor creates the Evidence that allows the NESAS Security
Test Laboratory to assess and comprehend if the Equipment Vendor is following its own selfassessed and independently audited processes when building the Network Product. The
Audit Report that was produced during the Equipment Vendor Development and Product
Lifecycle Process audit gives guidance to the NESAS Security Test Laboratory on how to
evaluate the Evidence. The results of Evidence evaluation are added to the Network Product
Evaluation Report. It is the Evidence evaluation that links the tested Network Product to the
self-assessed and independently audited vendor processes and this is why only an
Evaluation Report that contains both results – from Network Product evaluation and from
Evidence evaluation – is meaningful to a MNO.

Audited Equipment Vendor
 creates
Audit Report

 builds
Evidence

 sends

Network
Product

 sends

 ships

NESAS Security Test Laboratory, ISO 17025 accredited in the context of NESAS
Testing and Evaluation
creates
+

applied

Evidence

Network
Product

 writes
Evaluation
Report

 delivers

 evaluates
Test
Procedures

Figure 7 Evaluation of a Network Product
The completed Evaluation Report is handed over to the Equipment Vendor. The Equipment
Vendor can then provide the Evaluation Report to any interested MNO together with the
Network Product when supplying equipment.

V1.0
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Each Network Product Evaluation is bound to a dedicated release of the Network Product
and to a dedicated NESAS release. The Evaluation Report does not expire. A new release
of the Network Product or of NESAS will trigger the need for an up-to-date evaluation.
It is at the discretion of the MNO to determine from the Evaluation Report if the level of
security that is reached by the Network Product is sufficient for deployment in the mobile
network.


References



3.6

FS.16 [6] defines the Evidence the vendor is obliged to provide to the
NESAS Security Test Laboratory for Evaluation.
SCASes of the 3GPP (e.g. the generic SCAS for any network
equipment TS 33.117 [3]) contain test specifications the Test
Laboratory must perform for Network Product evaluation. All current
SCASes can be found at https://www.3gpp.org/DynaReport/33series.htm.
3GPP TR 33.916 [1] describes the methodology to create and
maintain SCASes.

Dispute Resolution

3.6.1

NESAS Dispute Resolution Process (NESAS DRP)

The Network Equipment Security Assurance Scheme Dispute Resolution Committee
(NESAS DRC) acts to handle disputes that may arise with regards to the implementation of
NESAS documentation that could be subject to disagreements between two or more parties.
The NESAS DRC shall be appointed on a per dispute basis to ensure each dispute is
handled in a non-partisan manner.
Disputing parties shall use all resources reasonably available to resolve disputes before
involving the NESAS DRC.
Subject to the above, the GSMA must only be contacted if there is a dispute between two or
more parties with respect to the interpretation and implementation of NESAS procedures or
documentation.
The NESAS DRP can be invoked by the requesting parties sending a written request (email) to the appropriate GSMA designated contact who upon review will forward the written
request to all other parties involved in the dispute, giving all the respondent parties the
opportunity to comment on the wording of the invocation.
Upon the opportunity for parties to comment, if the dispute cannot be resolved within a
period of no more than 20 calendar days:
(i)

The requesting party may invoke the NESAS DRS process; and

(ii)

All parties concerned are asked to supply all arguments and points of view in
relation to the matter to the GSMA. The GSMA in turn will supply the same to the
respective NESAS DRS upon its formation.

V1.0
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At the time of invoking the NESAS DRS, the GSMA should determine if a similar dispute has
been previously resolved by the NESAS DRC. If such a dispute has previously been ruled
on and published, the affected parties may decide to follow the decision made.
For each dispute, the NESAS DRC shall consist of three individuals who have not been
directly involved in the matter and who are not employees of entities that may be affiliated
either with the appellant or a respondent Company Group.
The appellant(s) shall appoint one impartial member of the NESAS DRC. The named
respondent(s), shall also appoint one impartial member. When more than one respondent is
named, the respondents will collectively agree on the appointment of a single member. The
appellant and the respondent(s) must each identify their appointed panel member within five
[5] business days of the GSMA's determination that a hearing is necessary. The two
members so selected by the parties shall then appoint the third member; this appointment of
the third member shall occur within ten [10] business days of the determination that an
adjudication is necessary.
Disputing parties shall use all resources reasonably available to resolve disputes before
involving the NESAS DRC. All parties involved should identify the disputed issue(s) in
advance in order to have a common understanding of the issue(s). All parties involved in the
dispute should agree on the wording of the NESAS DRC invocation, including the time at
which the issue causing the dispute occurred.
For the purpose of the NESAS Dispute Resolution Process, the GSMA will, to the extent
available and accessible, provide to the appellant and respondent the relevant NESAS
documentation in effect at the time of the dispute. Later versions of these documents may
also be considered upon request, if relevant to the dispute.
The NESAS DRC must proceed according to the Dispute Resolution Process may provide
additional guidelines and/or define further proceedings as it may deem necessary for the
achievement of a resolution. The NESAS DRC will use reasonable commercial efforts to
seek to resolve disputes as soon as practical and without undue delay (normally within 10
days of the notification). A majority decision must then be made by the NESAS DRC
members.
The GSMA is responsible for the distribution of the NESAS DRC ruling/decision in writing.
The NESAS DRC ruling/decision is binding between the Parties involved in the NESAS
Dispute Resolution Process at the time of the dispute as agreed during the invocation of the
NESAS Dispute Resolution Process.
Rulings/decisions of the NESAS DRC could vary in terms of their nature and severity and
could result in sanctions such as the revocation of product or test lab accreditations held by
vendors. Sanctions to be imposed, if any, are entirely a matter for the NESAS DRC to decide
on.
Any ruling/decision of the NESAS DRC may be anonomised, shared with the NESAS
Oversight Board and used as an example for improving the current NESAS scheme as long
as it is not attributable to a particular Equipment Vendor.
Note: In the event that a need to change NESAS documentation has been identified as a
result of the decision, the NESAS DRC must refer the case to the NESAS Oversight Board,
V1.0
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which will develop the appropriate change request and propose it to the relevant document
approval authority.
The NESAS DRC process shall be administered and documented by the GSMA as the
GSMA deems appropriate.
3.6.2

Matters outside the Scope of NESAS DRC

The NESAS DRP only deals with disputes in respect to the interpretation and
implementation of NESAS or its documentation. Any dispute with regards to the facts,
findings or recommendations of an evaluation report should be resolved between the
respective NESAS Security Test Laboratory and Equipment Vendor.
3.6.3

Liability of the NESAS DRC Members

Any ruling by the NESAS DRP is undertaken “as is” with no liability (e.g. for the correctness
nor for any damages caused by or resulting from any decision/ruling made by the NESAS
DRC) to the GSMA, any NESAS DRC members, GSMA staff members or NESAS Oversight
Board or GSMA members.
As a condition to invoking the NESAS Dispute Resolution Process, the appellant agree to
hold the GSMA and the aforementioned individuals involved in rendering a ruling/decision
harmless from any and all liabilities or damages arising from or related to the appellants
invocation of the NESAS Dispute Resolution Process and associated matters.
1. FS.14 [4] and FS.15 [5] define the NESAS dispute resolution process.
Stakeholders who raise a dispute need to follow this process.
References

3.7

Scope of NESAS

As illustrated above, the focus of NESAS is exclusively on network equipment. The scheme
addresses the industry’s needs and challenges by taking the following multifaceted
approach:
1. Assessment of vendors’ Development and Product Lifecycle Processes;
2. Network equipment product evaluation by competent NESAS security Test
Laboratories using 3GPP defined and standardised security tests.
To achieve the necessary balanced approach that is accepted by all stakeholders, certain
aspects have been excluded from the initial scope and these are as follows:
1. There is no certification of Equipment Vendors or network equipment by an officially
recognised authority.
2. There is no proof of absence of certain functionality (e.g. backdoor) in the network
equipment.
3. The scheme does not replace existing operator or national requirements.
4. The scheme does not include security of interfaces between network equipment.
5. The scheme does not address the need for end-to-end security.
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3.8

Governance

NESAS is governed by the provisions set out in FS.13 (this document), FS.14 [4], FS.15 [5]
and FS.16 [6]. Save in the case of Section 3.6 in FS.13, in case of any conflict between
FS.14 [4], FS.15 [5] and FS.16 [6] or any other provisions in other NESAS documentation,
FS.14 [4], FS.15 [5] and FS.16 [6] shall prevail.

4 NESAS Benefits
NESAS brings a number of benefits for various stakeholders in the mobile industry and
regulatory and user communities.
The level of security assurance, and as such the level of security resilience, achieved by
network equipment, is measurable, visible, comparable and understood. MNOs benefit as
this introduces transparency that helps MNOs determine if the network equipment of
individual vendors meets the security requirements of the MNO. For vendors, this provides a
platform to highlight the vendor’s ability to achieve/maintain good security standards.
Most vendors demonstrate a commitment to secure Development and Product Lifecycle
Processes. This is beneficial for MNOs, since it increases trust in the vendor and confidence
for MNOs when engaged in vendor selection decision making. In return, it encourages and
rewards vendors to reinforce security in their products and it engenders a security-by-design
culture across the entire vendor community.
Evaluation of network equipment, conducted by competent accredited Test Laboratories
allows MNOs determine the level of security of that equipment before it is deployed.
Furthermore, it reduces the security testing burden on vendors, MNOs and interested
regulators and national authorities.
While all stakeholders are free to set their individual security requirements, NESAS is
designed to ensure a baseline security level and a common set of security requirements for
all. Both vendors and MNOs wll benefit from the reduced set of requirements, as requests
for quotation processes and contract negotiations require less security requirements to be
listed, considered and agreed. This should be significantly beneficial for Equipment Vendors
as the overhead of dealing and responding to different, but similar, security requirements
coming from various stakeholders is reduced.
With NESAS, a single independent audit for the vendor replaces the need to host and fund
audits from individual operators and regulators aimed at reducing overheads for the vendor.
One of the goals set by industry for NESAS is to demonstrate to regulators its value. If it can
be shown that NESAS security requirements are commensurate with national security
requirements in individual countries, national authorities are likely to endorse and support
NESAS as a requirement for mobile network deployments. This is beneficial for Equipment
Vendors, since the overhead of satisfying different security requirements from individual
regulators worldwide is reduced.
NESAS reuses mature accreditation models which deliver security gains and improvements
whilst keeping work and costs for all stakeholders at manageable levels.
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5 Involved Stakeholders, their Roles and Relationships
The stakeholders that are involved in NESAS, and their roles and relationships, are
described in this section.
Mobile Network Operators (MNO), operate mobile networks. They are interested in
operating a robust and reliable network which requires them to obtain robust and secure
network equipment. MNOs are interested in obtaining NESAS evaluated Network Equipment
(NE) from NESAS assessed vendors.
The network equipment used in mobile networks, such as the radio base stations, Internet
gateways, etc. are developed and provided by Network Equipment Vendors. Network
equipment vendors have predefined secure Development and Product Lifecycle Processes
by which they create and produce their network equipment.
NESAS Security Test laboratories are contracted to perform network equipment security
evaluations as defined by NESAS.
The GSMA has multiple roles in NESAS:
1. The Fraud & Security Group (FASG) Working Group (WG) of the GSMA is the
approval body within the GSMA for all NESAS documentation.
2. The NESAS Oversight Board shall have overall responsibility for audit quality
control.
3. The NESAS Dispute Resolution Committee is established whenever a dispute is to
be resolved according to the NESAS defined processes.
4. GSMA staff manage and operate NESAS on a daily basis providing support to the
NESAS Oversight Board.
3GPP SA3 defines the Security Assurance Specifications (SCAS) for the 3GPP defined
network functions. SA3 also defines the methodology by which SA3 defines SCASes.
The GSMA appointed Independent Audit Team performs audits of network equipment
Vendors’ Development and Product Lifecycle Processes, as defined by NESAS.
A national ISO 17025 Accreditation Body accredits test laboratories upon request against
ISO 17025 in the context of NESAS.
The ISO 17025 Accreditation Body is supported by a Subject Matter Expert who is
experienced in all the NESAS related technical details, such as mobile networks, network
and equipment security, and testing of network equipment and network services.
Relationships between the stakeholders listed above are illustrated in Table 1 below. The
table is to be read beginning with an item in the first column, then a cell in the same row, and
then the corresponding item in the first row. Example: NESAS Oversight Board appoints
Auditors. See Figure 8.
Audit Team
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NESAS
Oversight
Board (AB)

Appoints and
assigns
disputes to

Order of reading:
Item in left column  cell  item in top row.
Example: NESAS Oversight Board  appoints 
Audit Team

Figure 8 Explanation of how to read the table below
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Assigns for
Network
Product
evaluation

Sells
Network
Product to

Has
members
from

Auditor

Can be
member of

Can be
member of

Can be
member of

Can raise
disputes to

Can be
member of

Has
members
from

SME

IAB

Selects,
contracts
with and Is
audited by

Can raise
disputes to

Is accredited
Is audited by
by

Collaboratively
develops
NESAS with

Establishes

Contracts
with and
maintains
status of

Has
members
from

Auditor

3GPP SA3

Can raise
disputes to

Assigns
disputes to

Is supported
by

Has member
from
Handles
Handles
disputes with disputes with
Handles
disputes with

GSMA

3GPP SA3

GSMA

Can be
member of

Records
NESASOversigh Has member
participation
t Board (OB)
from
of

NESAS Dispute
Resolution
Committee
(DRC)

NESAS DRC

NESAS OB

GSMA FASG
Can be
member of

Performs
Network
Product
evaluation
for

NESAS Security
Test Laboratory
(Lab)

GSMA Fraud &
Security Group
(FASG)

Test Lab

Obtains
evaluated
Network
Product

Mobile Network
Operator (MNO)

Equipment
Vendor

Vendor

MNO
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Appoints and
assigns
disputes to

Handles
disputes with

Maintains
status of

Supports

Supports
and
Establishes

Is available
Coordinates for inquiries
from

Is available
for inquiries
from

Collaboratively
develops
NESAS with

Has
members
from

Audits and
adjudicates
on disputes

Can raise
disputes to

ISO 17025
Accreditation
Body (IAB)

Accredits

Subject Matter
Expert

Audits

Reports to

Collaborates
with

Collaborates
with

Table 1 Relationships between Stakeholders
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GSMA
defines framework
under which
auditors operate
in NESAS

owns

Mobile Network
Operator

defines rules under
which vendors can
participate in
NESAS

provides Evaluation
Report

Auditor
Audit Team

appoints selected Audit
Team to run NESAS audit
appoints different Audit Team
to adjudicate for dispute
resolution, if needed

Equipment
Vendor

assigns for
evaluation

NESAS Sec.
Test Laboratory

Figure 9 Relationships between NESAS Participants

6 Status of NESAS Development and Outlook
NESAS has been released in its first official release. It is called “NESAS Release 1”. All
NESAS documents (FS.13 (this document), FS.14 [4], FS.15 [5] and FS.16 [6]) in a
particular version comprise a NESAS release. The official NESAS web site provides a
mapping of NESAS releases to NESAS documentation.
NESAS is designed to be improved iteratively. All the lessons learnt from the application of
NESAS will be considered and reflected in future releases. Updated releases will take
feedback from the various stakeholders into account and will also strengthen NESAS’s
ability to support Equipment Vendors to deliver continual security improvements. This
facilitates and encourages stakeholders to get involved in order to help develop the scheme
in a way that it satisfies their needs. Equipment Vendors that have had their processes
assessed will offer more secure network equipment which will benefit the mobile ecosystem.
The current status of NESAS development and the latest versions of the NESAS documents
can be obtained from the official NESAS portal on GSMA’s web site.
If it is determined necessary in the future, the scope of NESAS can be extended and
additional security requirements can be added to existing specifications. New network
equipment types can be added to the scheme by producing and approving new
corresponding SCASes. Additionally, Equipment Vendor Development and Product Lifecycle
Process assessment and NESAS Security Test Laboratory accreditation can be extended by
adding/modifying requirements as considered necessary.
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It is our intention to provide a quality product for your use. If you find any errors or omissions,
please contact us with your comments. You may notify us at prd@gsma.com.
Your comments or suggestions & questions are always welcome.
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